
Eliot Marshall is a prolific competitor as a professional mixed martial artist (MMA) and a Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu black belt 
under Amal Easton. Coming through the Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu belt system, Eliot became the first American to earn IBJJF 
Pan American titles as a blue, purple, and brown belt.

While climbing the ranks of Brazilian Jiu-Jitsu, Eliot entered the world of mixed martial arts in 2006, eventually 
competing in TUF and then signing with the UFC, the most prestigious MMA promotion in the world. In 2011, after a few 
ups and downs with his MMA career, Marshall decided to hang up his gloves and open training centers across the 
mile-high city of Denver, Colorado, formally named Easton Training Center along with his coach Amal Easton.

It wasn’t long before Marshall went on to further success as an entrepreneur, Podcast host, and world-class speaker, 
trainer, and author. He teaches industry leaders, teams, and individuals how to outsmart, outlast, and outperform their 
competition and achieve record-breaking success.

Today Marshall applies the powerful leadership and teamwork skills he honed during his career to empower 
organizations like yours. Marshall will help your leaders eradicate the barrier getting in the way of success and achieve 
your team’s full potential. He offers his commitment throughout his message to discover your passion, find your power, 
and give your purpose to the WORLD.

is a Martial Artist, Business Owner, 
Podcaster, Motivational Speaker and Author.

I understand the struggle that many of you are in today 
and I want to help you learn how to focus your thoughts, 
avoid distractions and stay present minded focused not so 
that your struggle ends, but when it comes you have the 
tools to look it square in the eyes and say “You are not 
getting me today!”

ELIOT MARSHALL 

Live a purpose-filled life.
Discover your passion "Find your power"
Give your purpose to the WORLD.�

ELIOT MARSHALL HAS TRAINED FOR THIS MOMENT…

to help organization leaders become 
more SUCCESSFUL, and he will do the 
same for your COMPANY!



TESTIMONIALS
What They are Saying

Eliot is a graduate from The University of Colorado at Boulder with a degree in 
Mathematics. He is the owner of the world renowned martial arts academy Easton 
Training Center, with 7 locations across the Denver Metro area. Eliot is a former UFC 
fighter now entrepreneur, coach, author, and keynote speaker. You have seen him speak 
on the TEDx stage and Evoso Live.

Eliot’s speaking style is strong, powerful, and vulnerable. He is able to connect with his 
audience quickly by grabbing their attention through his compelling stories. Eliot 
speaks with power while also letting people see who he really is through vulnerability. 
Eliot is an inspiration for anyone who wants to achieve what they are looking for in their 
lives!

Eliot goes beyond just giving a talk. His mission in life is to guide every person he comes 
in contact with to “find their power.” Eliot believes there is something within all of us that 
makes us amazing and unique in the world. He demonstrates to his audience to find 
their power, harness it, and discover ways to give it to the world.

Eliot specializes in keynote speeches ranging from 15-45 minutes in length. His talks will motivate your audience in 
a hard hitting way, inspiring them to show up as the best individuals they can in every moment. Eliot is prepared to 
deliver an amazing talk whether your event is live or virtual.

Leadership
Mindset

Paul Wolfe
HR Executive, Former Senior Vice 
President for Indeed

Eliot exudes confidence and energy. 
He takes you through challenges and 
obstacles he has faced In his life and 
career and helps us realize we all have 
a choice: do you want to be the victim 
or the victor. Eliot is the victor.

Todd Sutton
Airlife Denver Stand Down Day event 
organizer

We had the pleasure of having Eliot 
speak at our annual Safety Stand 
Down Day. His raw accounts of 
dealing with mental health issues and 
removing the stigma attached were 
inspirational and moving.

Ryan Harris
Super Bowl 50 Champion Denver 
Broncos

A fantastic speaker with incredible 
tools for audiences of all kinds. Eliot 
Marshall builds audiences to find their 
greatness through his lessons 
learned from an incredible MMA 
career. Audiences will leave 
invigorated and accepting of the 
challenges ahead.

Eliot’s Speaking Topics:

Diversity and Inclusion
Self Resilience

Discipline
Personal & Professional Growth

Former MMA fighter Eliot Marshall shares the personal development secrets 
for success with his stories of overcoming overwhelming obstacles while 
inspiring your leadership and sales teams.

When you hire Eliot for your next conference, he will guide your team on a 
journey to live their best life possible… including increasing the bottom line.

Follow Eliot Marshall on all his social media profiles below...BE A CHAMPION�

/firemarshall205� /FireMarshall205� /firemarshall205� /firemarshall01�

hello@talentconcierge.cotalentconcierge.co/eliot-marshall 570.906.4395BOOKING AND INQUIRIES�
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